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Introduction to the Publication
This publication developed out of a collaborative effort between the Macalester
College Department of Geography and the Neighborhood Development Center (NDC).
According to their mission statement, NDC is a community-based non-profit organization
that works in the low-income communities of St. Paul and Minneapolis to help emerging
entrepreneurs develop successful businesses that serve their community. In order to
further their mission, NDC has become involved with redevelopment efforts along the
commercial corridors in the Twin Cities. In 2004, NDC approached the Macalester
College Department of Geography with the task of developing a method for identifying
areas along the commercial corridors that had the potential to support start-up businesses.
The Macalester College Department of Geography agreed to work with NDC
because of the department's belief that the corridors provide both social and economic
functions that are crucial for vibrant, healthy cities. Over the summer of 2004, a research
team comprised of Professors David Lanegran and Laura Smith and students Cole
Akeson, Jovana Trkulja and Paul Singh worked to develop a statistical and Geographical
Information System (GIS) model that would identify segments of the corridors that had
unrecognized potential for business success. Upon completion of the research, the model
was presented to the NDC staff. The findings of the study have been used by NDC to
guide future investments along the corridors.
The model for identifying unrecognized potential is a powerful tool that can be
used by many other non-profits and community organizations that work toward the
redevelopment of the commercial corridors. Yet at the completion of the study, the
findings did not exist in a format that was readily accessible to these organizations.
Therefore, it was my goal to create a publication that could be easily read and understood
by this target audience. Also, although the model is a powerful tool for identifying
unrecognized potential, the model in itself does not suggest ways in which this potential
could be realized. In addition to producing a publication detailing the results of the study,
it was also crucial to provide specific strategies that enable non-profits and community
groups to bring about revitalization along the corridors.
The publication that comprises my honors project is not a traditional academic
paper; it is meant to have a wider audience and hopefully, a greater impact on the
surrounding Twin Cities communities. I am pleased to report that the publication has
received a great deal of attention from the planning departments of the cities of St. Paul
and Minneapolis as well as the Local Initiatives Support Corporation (LISC), a non-profit
consortium of organizations involved in community development efforts. It is my hope
that this publication will continue to serve to guide the efforts of organizations that work
toward rcvitalizatron of the corridors.
Paul Singh
Macalester College
Department of Geography
April2004
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Introduction
The commercial corridors were once the premier
location for commercial activity in the Twin Cities.
Commercial functions located on the conidors to
take advantage of the easy accessibility of the streets.
As the cities grew, however, the corridors lost their
status as the premier shopping locations. Despite the
decline of commercial functions along these streets,
the commercial corridors remain a crucial component
ofthe inner-city neighborhoods in Minneapolis and St.
Paul. For that reason, many organizations are working
to improve the status of the commercial corridors.
Revitalization efforts along the coridors have had
mixed success. Attempts to bring businesses to the
corridors have succeeded in some areas, but failed in
others. These experiences have prompted concemed
individuals to ask ifthere is potential for success along
the corridors, and if so, where it would occur.
The purpose of this publication is to share the findings
of a study conducted by the Macalester College
Department of Geography. The aim of this study was
to determine a technique for identifying unrecognized
potential for business success along the commercial
corridors.
This publication will cover three main areas: the
history and present state of the commercial conidors,
the process of identiffing areas with unrecognized
potential for business success and the implications
of the study. By identiffing areas with unrecognized
potential, this study offers a development model
that can assist neighborhood groups and business
organizations in their revitalization efforts.
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The History of the Commercial Corridors
The commercial corridors of St. Paul and Minneapolis
follow the historic pattem of the streetcar lines that
branched out fiom the two downtowns and supported
the urban cores.
Prior to the streetcar era" commercial functions had
been centered in the urban core. The introduction of
the streetcars to the Twin Cities in the late 1880s en-
abled workers to leave the downtowns in favor of low
density suburban neighborhoods. With the streetcar
system fully in place by the 1930s, business entrepre-
neurs moved out along the main transit routes to take
advantage ofthe highly accessible locations.
Clusters of stores thrived at the major streetcar line
intersections and transit stops. Retail and commercial
functions that served the neighborhoods positioned
themselves between the major intersections. Small de-
partment stores, ofrces, grocery stores, bakeries, phar-
macies and many other goods and services providers
Streetcar Passengers on University Avenue.
Photo Credit: The Minnesota Historical Society
all were located along the commercial conidors. The
sfeetcars remained the dominant form of transporta-
tion until the 1950s when they were replaced by the
automobile and the bus system. This shift in trans-
Dortation modes forced the old streetcar corridors to
: : ; : i i  i
Selected Commercial Corridors in Minneapolis and St. Paul
Minneaool is :
A: Broadwav Ave B: Central Ave C: Franklin Ave
D: Lake St  E:  Hennepin Ave F:  Lyndale Ave
G: Nicollet Ave
St-  Paul :
1: Rice St 2: Payne Ave 3: Arcade St.
4: East 7th St 5: University Ave 6: Selby Ave
7: Grand Ave 8: West 7th Street
The corridors are displayed with a quarter mile buffer surrounding the streets.
comepete with new
car-oriented shop-
ping centers in the
first-tier suburbs for
business.r
The commercial cor-
ridors analyzed in
this study were cho-
sen to encompass a
wide range of varia-
tion in the character
of the corriodors.
The eight streets in
St. Paul and the sev-
en streets in Minne-
apolis combine for
approximately fifty
miles of mixed com-
mercial and residen-
tial functions.
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An Era of Decline
The rise of the automobile era ushered in an era of
decline for the commercial conidors. Not only were
the inner-city tmnsit strips competing with suburban
shopping centers, they were also losing their local
population base to the suburbs.
Can the commercial corridors
once again become successful
business locations?
The automobile allowed people with means to live
further away from their jobs in the cities. The inner
city neighborhoods experienced a population loss as
people moved outward. The population that filled into
the newly available inner-city housing stock was often
poorer and sparser than the population that had left for
the suburbs (see map below). In these neighborhoods
the businesses that once relied on the purchasing pow-
er ofthe local residents uffered.
Beginning in the late 1960s, many businesses relocat-
Many businesses along the commercial
corridors relocated or went out of business.
ed from the commercial strips or went out ofbusiness.
Conversely, the few commercial conidors in areas that
retained a middle class population, such as Grand Av-
enue or the Uptown district at Lyndale Ave and Lake
Street. remain successful business locations.
Neighborhoods Served by the Commercial Corridors
Median Income by Block Group
lo - 12s,417 (D lsolze - $so,ezr
O lzs,+re - $o,ooo O la6qzz - +176,246
O +ro,oor - lso,rzz
The commerical corridors serve many of the lowest income neighborhoods
in the Twin Cities, Source: Census 2000,
The health of the inner city
neighborhoods is inevitably
linked to the health of the com-
mercial corridors. A vibrant
commercial street provides
goods, services and employ-
menl to the local poPulation.
Due to widespread business
decline, neighborhood-based
development corporations
(NDCs) and community or-
ganizations have turned their
attention and eforts towards
the commercial strips. But
before investing valuable and
often scarce resources into the
streets, NDC organizers have
questioned whether there is
potential for business success
along these corridors. After
all, conventional wisdom has
long held that that these streets
are destined for failure.
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The Role of Ethnic Businesses
The commercial corridors have traditionally been a
site for ethnic entrepreneurs to establish businesses.
In the past, European immigrants established stores
along the street car lines. Today the conidors serve
as commercial space for new immigrants to the Twin
Cities. St. Paul has become home to a large population
of Hmong. Minneapolis has attracted large numbers
of Somali, Ethiopian and Native American residents.
Both cities are home to large communities of Hispan-
ics. These populations have established themselves in
several inner city neighborhoods in Minneapolis and
St. Paul.
The recent decline of business along the commercial
corridors created, an accommodafing environment for
new ethnic businesses. High vacancies and low rents
for comrnercial buildings allowed ethnic entuepre-
neurs to locate along the strips inexpensively. Many of
the cornmercial corridors run through neighborhoods
with high percentages of ethnic populations. The eth-
The commercial corridors are an
a ccom modating e nvi ro n m ent for eth n ic
nic businesses located along these coridors to take
advantage ofthe local consumer base.
In many areas the landscape ofthe conidors is domi-
Ethnic Businesses along the Commercial Corridors
Percentaoe of Businesses that are Ethnic
bv Block Group
o -  ro  21 -  30  O  a r  -  so  (D  61  . 70  (D  s t  - 90
1 r  - 20  aD  31  -ao  O  5 t  - 60  (D  7 r  - ao  O  e l  -  r oo
The map reveals the areas that have high concentrations of ethnic bUsrnesses.
nated by ethnic busi-
nesses. Since the
ethnic businesses es-
tablished thernselves
along the economically
depressed commercial
corridors, they have
been considered by
some to be a symptom
of business decline. Yet
increasingly, members
of the communigr out-
side the ethnic popula-
tion are tuming toward
ethnic businesses for
a diverse shopping or
dining experience.
By creating niche mar-
kets that attract custom-
ers to the corridors, the
ethnic businesses may
play a rcle in the rev-
itilization of the com-
mercial corridors.S_ources: Macalester College Geography Department Ethnic Business Survey; polkSuslness Directorv 1999.
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The Potential of the Commercial Corridors
Question: where
is there unrecognized
potential for business
success along Twin
Cities Commercial
Corridors?
Solution: Develoo a
model* that predicts
the success potential
for segments of the
commercial corridors.
xA model  is  a  s im-
plified representation
of reality that uses a
set of analytical pro-
cedures to answer a
question.
Grand Avenue in St. Paul is home to many
successful busrnesses
Model Procedure:
Geographical Information Systems (GIS) software
was used to develop the model. The model involved
four steps:
Step 1: Develop an index that displays current lev-
els of success along the commercial corridors.
Step 2: Investigate the neighborhood and parcel
level variables that contribute to hieh levels business
of success.
Step 3: Map the locations of favorable variables to
predict where success is likely to occur.
Step 4: Compare the predicted successful locations
to the current successful locations to determine where
there is unrecognized potential for business uccess.
The final result of this procedure will be a map that
displays where there is potential for commercial suc-
cess along the corridors.
Data Sources:
In order to assess fbe potential for commercial suc-
cess along the corridors, data was compiled from three
main sources:
1: Neighborhood level data was obtained from the
United States Census Bureau for the year 2000. All
census dafa was analyzed at the block group level (a
census block group is comprised of approximately six
city blocks).
2: Parcel level data was obtained from the Hennepin
and Ramsey County Tax Assessors' Offices for the
year 2004. A parcel refers to a plot of land and any
buildings that stand upon it. Only commercial parcels
were considered in the analysis ofthe corridors.
3: A survey of ethnic businesses along the commer-
cial corridors was conducted by the Macalester Col-
)ege Department of Ceogtaphy in May and June of
2004. Ethnic businesses were identified from the street
based on the name of the business, storefiont signage
and products or services sold.
AII data used to access the potential of the commer-
cjal corridors was aggregated to the block group level.
This made it possible to compare variables collected at
varying scales. The results of the analysis will there-
fore be displayed at the block group level.
Hennepin Avenue and Lyndale Avenue, despite being
commercial corridors, serve different markets and per-
form different functions tlran the rest of the commer-
cial corridors in Minneapolis. Therefore, they were
omitted from the analysis ofpotential success.
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Success Levels along the Commercial Corridors
Question: Where is there unrecognizedpotential for business success along Twin
Cities Commercial Corridors?
Step 1: Develop an index that displays
current levels of success along the
commercial corridors.
Although the motivations ofindividual business own-
ers may vary, it can be generalized that businesses suc-
ceed when they turn a profit. Businesses wilI locate in
The success index displays a wide variation in business success along
the commercial corridors. Sources: Census 2000; MNIS.
areas that will result in the greatest patronage for their
goods or services. Competition for the best locations
results in greater demand for the prime locations. As
a result, rents at in-demand locations are high, and
vacancies in these areas are infrequent.
Therefore, business success along the commercial
corridors can be measured by two indicators: the
value per square foot of commercial buildings (rent)
and the percentage of commercial buildings that are
vacant per block group (vacancy rate).
A high value per square foot and
a low vacancy rate along a com-
mercial corridor indicates that the
segment of the street is a desirable
business location. A low value per
square foot and a high vacancy rate
indicates an unsuccessful business
location.
The success index
combines two
attributes, rent and
vacancy rate, into a
single variable.
In order to analyze the current lev-
els ofsuccess along the commercial
corridors, the rent and vacancy rate
were combined into a single vari-
able: the success index.
The maps of the succes index in
Minneapolis and St. Paul break
the combined measure of rent and
vacany into five categories rang-
ing from low to high to display the
variation in success along the com-
mercial corridors.
In Minneapolis. high levels of busi-
ness success are occurring along
Nicollet Avenue, especially in the
area known as 'Eat Street.'
Success Levels along Minneapolis Commercial Corridors
Level of
Business
Success
No Data
Low
O Medium-Low
lvledium
14ed ium-Hrgh
O ngn
A: Broadway Ave B: Central Ave C:
E:  Hennepin Ave F:  Lyndale Ave G:
Franklin Ave D: Lake St
N ico l le t  Ave
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Success Levels (cont.)
Grand Avenue, commonly thought of as the most
successful commercial corridor in the Twin Cities, is
shown on the map ofSt. Paul to have a high level of
success based on the success index. This fact reveals
that the index is an accurate depiction of the business
reality along the corridors.
Areas labeled as 'No Data'lack commercial buildings.
As a result, they cannot be assigned a success level.
West Seventh Street in pa(icular has large amounts of
non-commercial functions borderins the corridor.
The underlying reasons for business success are not
apparent in the maps ofthe success index. What makes
Nicollet Avenue in Minneapolis and Grand Avenue in
St. Paul successful while other commercial conidors
variables such as accessibility, safety, or people's per-
ceptions of the corridors in the analysis proved too
difficult to quantifi at the block group level.
What attributes make
a commercial corridor
successful?
The maps ofthe success index are a snapshot in time;
they reflect the reality on the ground in June of 2004.
Success along the corridors is constantly fluctuating.
As such, this publication will artempt to predict where
future success will occur.
fail to attract or keep busi-
nesses? The answer to this
question is obviously com-
plex; otherwise all the com-
mercial corridors would be
successful.
This study will examine
two sorts of variables in or-
der to explain discrepancies
in business success along
the conidors. The charac-
teristics of the surround-
ing neighborhoods and the
characteristics of the com-
mercial buildings along the
corridors will be analyzed to
test whether these variables
have an impact on business
success.
Neighborhood and par-
cel level variables are not
the only variables that af-
fect success. Nevertheless,
they are the most readily
available and easily acces-
sible datasets to analyze.
Attempts to include other
Success Levels along St. Paul Commercial Corridors
Grand Avenue is represented with the highest success level. Sources: Census
2000; Ramsey County Users' Group.
Level of
Business
Success
No Data
Med  ium
Low O Medium-Low
Medium-High  O H ign
1 :
6 :
Rice St 2: Payne Ave 3: Arcade St. 4: East 7th St 5:
Selby Ave 7: Grand Ave 8: West 7th Street
University Ave
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Variables that Influence Success
Question: Where is there unrecognized
potential for business success along Twin
Cities Commercial Corridors?
Step 2: Investigate the neighborhood and
parcel level variables that contribute to high
levels of business uccess.
Several neighborhood and parcel leveI variables were
tested using a regression analysis to determine which
variables lead to variations in success along the com-
mercial coridors. A regression analysis is a statistical
procedure that determines the causal relationship of
variables. ln other words, the regression analysis will
reveal which variables cause certain areas to be more
successful than others.
The variables tested in the regerssion were selected
to reflect characteristics ofthe corridors. Not all vari-
Variables that Determine Success - Regression
Results for Minneapolis and St. Paul
* level of significance = 170
** level of significance = 5olo
ables tested were found be significant in determining
success levels. The insignificant variables were elimi-
nated fiom the analysis. These variables included
the percentage of minority population, distance ftom
competing shopping locations and the median age of
the neighborhoods. Variables that could not be quan-
tified such as traftc pattems or the percieved safety
ofthe corridors were also excluded from the analysis.
The end result is a significant regression that identifies
the variables that determine sucaess (see table).
An ideal regression would account for all ofthe pos-
sible variation along the commercial conidors. Un-
fortunately, due to the wide variations in factors
that influence success, such a result is not possible.
ln Minneapolis, the significant variables account for
thirty-one percent ofthe variation ofsuccess along the
corridors. In St. Paul, the significant variables account
for $r'enty-one percent. These percentages indicate the
extent o which the variables are influencing the
success of business along the coniodors.
Understandl'no the
Reoression Results:
The coefficient determines the strength and di-
rection of the relationship. The greater the value
of the coefficient, the stronger the relationship. A
positive coefficient indicates a positive relation-
ship in which a greater presence of the variable
leads to greater success; a negative coefficient in-
dicates a negative relationship in which a greater
presence ofthe variable leads to less success.
The P value indicates the significance, or valid-
ity, of the variable. In general, the smaller the P-
value, the more significant the variable is in de-
termining success.
The R'] value indicates the accuracy ofthe regres-
sion in predicting the variations in success along
the commercial corridors.
The variables that were determined to have a
causal relatiorship with success will be used to
map the potentially successful locations along the
commercial corridors.
Minneapolis
Independent Variables Coefficient P-Value
Percantage of Ethnic
Businesses by Block Group
4.t642 0.0057*
Average Condition of
Commercial Buildings
Block Group
the
by
1.6430 .0206**
Average Family Size by
Block Grouo
-3.228r 0.001*
Average Age of Commercial
buildings by Block Group
0 . l 5  I 2 0.0026x
R' 0.31
St. Paul
lndeoendent Variables Coefficient P-Value
Median lncome 0.0002 0.0063+
Average Age of Commercial
buildings per Block Group
0.1036 0.0026+
RJ? 0.2r
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Predicted Levels of Success
Question: Where is there unrecognized
potential for business uccess along Twin
Cities Commercial Corridors?
Step 3: Map the locations of favorable
variables to predict where success is l ikely
to occur,
In St. Paul, the regression indicated that a higher me-
dian income and older commercial buildings along the
streets contibute to the success ofthe corriodors. The
presence of these variables creates a more favorable
business environment.
The median income of a neighborhood is an indicator
the asthetic appeal of the street
of the population's potential
spending power. Areas with
greater median incomes are
better able to support more
businesses. Also, gentrifi-
cation in St. Paul has led to
more affiuent residents liv-
ing along the conidors.
Older buildings along the
corridors increase the aes-
thetic appeal of the street.
Shoppers enjoy the historic
feel of the conidors that
older buildings create.
Using the results of the re-
gression analysis, it is pos-
sible to map where business
success is likely to occur,
Areas with the greatest con-
centrations of favorable at
tributes are the most likley
to experience success. ln the
following maps the variables
that were found to influence
success were combined into
one variable to display the
predicted levels of success.
Predicted success Levels along
St. Paul Commercial Corridors
The predicted success levels for the commercial corridors in St' Paul were
determined using the results of the regression analysis' sources: Census
Level of
Business
Success
No Data @ low O M"diur-Lo*
Med ium O tued ium-High  OHigh
1: Rice St 2: Payne Ave 3: Arcade St. 4: East 7th St 5:
6: Selby Ave 7: Grand Ave 8: West 7s Street
University Ave
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Predicted Levels of Success (cont.)
In Minneapolis, three variables were found to con-
tribute to the success of the commercial corridors: a
greater percentage of ethnic businesses, commercial
buildings in good condition and older commercial
builidings. Conversely, a greater average family size
along the corridors was found to hinder the success of
the streets.
While the proliferation of ethnic businesses has been
seen by some as a symptom of business decay along
Predicted success Levels along
Minneapolis Commercial Corridors
The map of Minneapolis displays higher predicted level of success along
the section of Nicollet Avenue called 'Eat street,' Sources: Census
2000; MNIS.
the streets, the regression results prove that ethnic
businesses have a positive impact on the conidors.
These businesses provide goods and services to both
ethnic and non-ethnic populations in the Twin Cities
The ethnic businesses in Minneapolis have succeeded
in attracting new consumers to the corridors. The eth-
nic businesses also give many of the streets distinc-
tive characters that attract customers eeking a diverse
shopping experience.
As was the case in St. Paul, older
buildings along the Minneapolis
corridors increases the aesthetic ap-
peal of the street. Shoppers enjoy
the unique historic feel that the old-
er buildings create. Similarly, cus-
tomers enjoy shopping in locations
with buildings that are in good con-
di t ion. Wel l  maintained bui ld ings
increase the asthetic appeaxance of
the streets.
A high average family size in a
neighborhood conelates with a va-
riety of other demographics. In this
case, a higher average family size is
believed to represent he presence
of immigrant populations. Differ-
ent purchasing needs and shopping
preferences of large families may
inhibit some of the businesses in
lhese areas. Also. larger family siz-
es may leave certain areas with less
discretionary income.
The maps of predicted success for
the Twin Cities display higher lev-
els of success along Grand Avenue
in St. Paul and around the intersec-
tion of Lake Street and Nicollet Av-
enue at Minneapolis. This observa-
tion indicates that the nrodel was
accurate in depicting the most suc-
cessful business locations.
Level of
Business
Success
No Data
O uedium-Low
Medium
Medium-  H igh
O Higl'
A :
E :
Broadway Ave B: Central Ave C:
Hennepin Ave F:  Lyndale Ave G:
Franklin Ave D: Lake st
N icollet Ave
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The Success Index v. the Success Prediction
Quest ion :  Where  is  there  unrecogn ized
potential for business success along Twin
Cit ies Commercial Corridors?
Step 4: Compare the predicted successful
locations to the current successful locations
to determine where there is potential for
business success.
Each block group rl'as assigned two success levels:
one based on the success index and rhe other based on
the success prediction. A conparison of the two lev-
els reveals the accuracy ofthe success prediction. For
example, based on the success index a ccrtain block
group was assigned a mediunt-low level of success.
Based on the success prediction the same block group
rvas assigned a medium high level of success. The
comparison ofthe two levels reveals that the succcss
prediction over-predicts the level of success b;.. 2 lev-
els. ln the graph. each block group is assigned a value
ranging fronr 0 to 4 based on how many levels the suc-
cess prediction over or under-predicts success.-
As shou'n in the graph, the model exactly matches the
index in 64 block groups. Since there is no discrete
ditl-erence between levels of success, this study will
consider block groups in rvhich the prediction only dif-
ltrs lrorn the index by one success level to be a match.
Therefore, the model malches the index in 159 out of
205 total block groups or 78olo.
The comparison also releals whether the block group
is more or less successful than rvould be predicted
based on neighborhood and parcel level variables.
l7 block groups, or 8ol0, are more successful than the
model predicts. Conversely,29 block groups, or l4%.
are less successful than oredicted.
Fit of the Success Predict ion
o ' -
o
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o . .
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Conclusions and Implications
The process of identifring segments of the commercial
corridors that have unrecognized potential for business
success revealed four major findings about the com-
mercial corridors in the Twin Cities.
Firstly, the model displays unrecognized potentlal in 29
out of205 block groups or 14% ofthe segments along
the commercial conidors. This finding runs counter to
the long held beliefthat the inner-city commercial corri-
dors are destined to decline. This study has demonstrat-
ed that certain segments ofthe corridors are potentially
successful locations for future business development.
Secondly, ethnic businesses have the potential to revi-
talize the commercial strips. In Minneapolls, the ethnic
businesses exert greater influence over the success ofa
commercial conidor than the income of the surround-
ing neighborhood. The ethnic businesses have great Po-
tential to create niche markets that attract customers to
the conidors. In this manner, the ethnic businesses can
bring new life into the economically depressed sections
of the commercial conidors.
Thirdly, historic preservation plays an important role
in assuring business success. The historic appearance
of the conidors can differentiate the street from the
myriad of other potential shopping locations. Many
segments ofthe commercial corridors have older build-
ings that could be used to premote the street as unique
shopping locations.
Lastly, the wealth of the sunounding community is not
the sole factor in the success of the commercial cor-
ridors. While income does play a role in determining
successful locations, the model identified unrecognized
potential in a wide variety of neighborhoods. In both
Minneapolis and St. Paul other variables proved to be
more important o business uccess than income.
In attempting to create vibrant business locations, the
organizations working with commercial corridors have
many assets to draw fiom. In Minneapolis the model
revealed that the historic nature of the streets in combi-
nation with the unique ethnic businesses crcates a de-
sirable shopping experience. While the income of the
surrounding neighborhood was an important factor in
St. Paul, shoppers have been drawn to the streets by
historic preservation effiorts.
These findings should strengthen the resolve of non-
profits and business organizations that work to improve
the status of the commercial co idors. Their efforts
in working with ethnic businesses, historic preserva-
tion and business promotion have tho potential to cre-
ate healthy commercial corridors and in turn, healthy
neighborhoods.
With the findings in this report, business entrepreneurs
in Minneapolis and St. Paul have the potential to de-
velop the corridors in ways which draw upon the assets
of the commercial conidors.
Rice Street in St, Paul
Central Avenue in Minneapolis,
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The Lessons of Eat Street
Introduction: Realizing Unrecognized Potential
ln a study conducted by the Macalester College De-
partment ofGeography certain neighborhood and par-
cel level variables were found to have an impact on
the level of success experience by businesses along
commercial corridors in the Twin Cities. Using these
variables, it was possible to predict where success was
likely to occur along the corridors. By comparing cur-
rent levels of success with pre-
dicted levels of success, several
sections of the conidors were
identified as having the potential
for greater success than they are
cunently experiencing.
How can unrecognized
potential along the
commercial corridors be
realized?
addressed in other works (see Lanegran, et. al.: The
Avenue), Therefore, this publication will focus on the
redevelopment of Nicollet Avenue. Not only is the
story of Nicollet Avenue lesser known, but the situa-
tion along Nicollet Avenue twenty years ago was very
similar to the situation experienced by many of the
corridors today.
The following pages recount he
renaissance of Nicollet Avenue.
From this nanative, specific
strategies will be developed that
can aide in other corridors're-
The study's finding that areas along the corridors have
potential for success naturally raises the following
question;
How can unrecognized potential
along the commercial conidors be
realized?
The Macalester College study
identified the assets that lead to
commercial success, but did not
specifically suggest how these as-
sets could be developed to bring
about future business success.
The purpose of this publication is
to look in depth at the areas with
high levels of potential and sug-
gest ways in which these locations
might become more successful.
Before recommending stralegies
for commercial redevelopment
along the corridors, it is useful to
look at cunently successful corri-
dors like Grand Avenue in St, Paul
Commercial redeveloDment
can lead to vibrant commercial
corridors like Grand Avenue
in 5t. Paul.
development efforts. The aim of
these strategies to offer specific measures that can im-
prove upon the corridor's assets as historic and unique
shopping locations.
This publication will then highlight
the axeas with great potential and
suggest ways in which the recom-
mended strategies can be applied
to enhance business success along
these corridors. The conidors that
will be treated in this manner are:
Arcade Street, Central Avenue,
East Seventh Street, Lake Street,
Payne Avenue, Rice Street and
University Avenue.
The following srategies are pro-
posed with the realization that not
all areas will be as successful as
Grand Avenue or Nicollet Avenue.
The Macalester College study
did not find that great potential is
uniform across all se.ctions of the
streets. Rathe! specific areas were
predicted to have more potential
or the section ofNicolletAvenue known as 'Eat Sfeet'
in Minneapolis. What strategies were deployed along
successful corridors in order to make them premier
shopping or eating locations?
The narrative of Grand Avenue has been previously
than others. With this in mind, this publication will
suggest ways in which potential can be realized in a
manner that is appropriate for specific locations. The
discussion of each street will include the corridor's
history, the current status of the corridor and tactios
for realizing unrecognized potential.
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Nicollet Avenue
In the late 1880s, Nicollet Avenue served the Minne-
apolis elite living in the Whittier neighborhood. The
area was abandoned by the elites in the 1930s and
became the site ofhigh-density housing. In the 1960s,
Whittier was home to a diverse low-income popula-
tion. Over time, the businesses along Nicollet Avenue
declined in response to the decreased purchasing
power ofthe surrounding neighborhoods. During the
1970s, Nicollet Avenue experienced abandonment,
blight and crime along the street.l
Nicollet Avenue and 26th Street E - 1956;
Photo Credit: Minnesota Historical Society.
Nicollet Avenue Today
In the previous section of this publication, the com-
mercial corridors of the Twin Cities were analyzed
to reveal whether or not potential for redevelopment
existed along the conidors. The analysis ofparcel and
neighborhood level attributes revealed that several
sections of the co idors did, in fact, have the poten-
tial for future business uccess. Other areas ofthe cor-
ridors were found to be experiencing greater success
than would be expected based on the neighborhood
and parcel level attributes.
One highly successful area that was found to be ex-
periencing more success than would be predicted is
the section of Nicollet Avenue known as 'Eat Street'
(see map below). South ofLake Street, the landscape
along Nicollet Avenue still reflects the decline ofbusi-
ness along the street. North of Lake Street, however,
Nicollet Avenue has been transformed into a thriving
restaurant district.
In order to improve the local economy, Nicollet Av-
enue business leaders teamed up with community
groups to form a coalition. The group members rec-
ognized that in order for the surrounding neighbor-
hoods to succeed. Nicollet Avenue needed to succeed.
The Nicollet Avenue coaltion was instrumental in
transforming Nicollet Avenue from a
blighted street into a renowned res-
taurant district with a wide variety of
dinning options.z
Many of the problems once associ-
ated with Nicollet Avenue are simi-
lar to problems faced by commercial
corridors tkoughout the Twin Cities
today. In transforming Nicollet Av-
enue into a success commercial cor-
ridor, the success ofthe Nicollet Av-
enue group offers lessons for other
corridors with the potential for com-
merial redevelopment. Therefore,
the sections that follow will detail
the creation of Eat Street.
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The Creation of Eat Street
The intersection of Lake Street and Nicollet Avenue
was closed to traffic in 1974 in order to make space for
a new Kmart store. The decision to cordon offNicol-
let Avenue proved to be dev-
astating for Nicollet Avenue
businesses. With the clo-
sure, the businesses on the
northem section of Nicollet
Ave lacked accessibilitv: the
The closing of Nicollet Avenue
served as a rallying Point
within the business community.
Traffic Levels along Minneapolis
Commercial Corridors
The maD of traffic levels reveals the effect of
the closing of Nicollet Avenue north of Lake
street in 1974. Cars are unable to direct'
ly access Nicollet Avenue from Lake Street,
Source: Minnesota Department of Transpor-
tation; 7999.
nesses and the influx ofethnic customers, blight, litter
and crime remained a problem along the street.
The problems associated
with the closing ofthe street
served as a rallying point
within the business commu-
nity. In the late 1970s, busi-
ness leaders alone Nicol-
street was no longer a vital tratic artery to downtown.
The location of the Kmart on Lake Street served to
exacerbate the decline alons Nicollet Avenue. Busi-
nesses left, property values
decreased and many of the
storeflonts and properties
along the street became
blighted.
As the surrounding neigh-
borhood went through the
period of decline, Asian,
Mexican and Mlddle-Easf
ern immigrants moved into
the area. The decline in com-
mercial property values al-
lowed ethnic entrepreneurs
who could not pay high
rents elsewhere to establish
businesses along Nicollet
Avenue.
Throughout the 1980s, the
number of ethnic enterpris-
es on Nicollet Avenue in-
creased. By the early 1990s,
many of the blocks along
Nicollet Avenue were filed
primarily with ethnic busi-
nesses. These businesses
drew the ethnic populations
to the street for groceries,
food and other goods and
services unique to their
homelands. Despite the
presence of these new busi-
Iet Avenue united with community members and the
neighborhood organizations of the Whittier, Stevens
and Loring Park neighborhoods to form the Whit-
tier Alliance. All of the ac-
tors were motivated by the
common belief that Nicollet
Avenue had potential and
was worth saving. The co-
alition of business leaders
and community groups was
unique in that it was able to
work across neighborhood
boundaries in order to ad-
dress the redevelopment of
Nicollet Avenue.t
The Whittier Alliance ini-
tially began with small ac-
tivities to improve the street,
such as the installation of
decorative trash cans. The
group also worked to se-
cure weekly sheet cleaning,
prompt snow removal and
a beat cop to walk along
Nicollet Avenue. These ef-
forts were designed to create
immediate visual improve-
ments. Small successes gal-
vanized further support for
the $oup's efforts. Spuned
on by this support, the Al-
liance turned to address the
street's larger problem of
business decline.t
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The Creation of Eat Street (cont.)
The business leaders were reacting to the unrecognized
potential that they perceived to exist along the street.
By this time, the ethic businesses had established
themselves as stable enterpiises along the street. The
business leaders, some of whom had been operating
on the street for decades, observed that the wide vari-
ety ofethnic businesses along the street was a tremen-
dous, unique asset hat could aid redevelopment. After
all, one could not find such a dense agglomeration of
ethnic businesses, especially restaurants, anywhere
else in the Twin Cities.
Business leaders felt that the ethnic Dusrnesses
brought a new vitality to the street. Here
Chinese business owners celebrate the Chinese
New Year on Nicollet Avenue,
opment process. The city was able to aid the group's
efforts by providing funds for streetscape improve-
ments. The Alllance also secured funds and assis-
tance from the Minneapolis Neighborhood Revital-
ization Program (NRP). In conjunction with the city
and NRP, the Wlittier Alliance was able to improve
blighted storefronts, plant trees and improve parking
facilities along the street. In 1996 and 1997, with the
slreetscape program nearly complete, the Whittier
Alliance took steps to guarantee that the streetscaPe
would not merely result in a simple window dressing.
Instead, the group wanted to substantively improve
the fortunes of business along the street, ln order to
address these concems, the Alliance turned to a mar-
keting firm that agreed to work pro bono with Nicollet
Avenue.
ExamDles of ethnic restaurants and businesses
along Nicollet Avenue,
One of the main priorities of the Whiftier Alliance was
to challenge people's perceptions of Nicollet Avenue
as crime ridden and dangerous. ln order to do this, the
group turned to improving the physical appearance of
the steet. The first step undertaken to this end was to
photograph all the storefronts on the street. Once these
photographs were viewed as a whole, the organization
was able to identifi specific sites to target for rede-
velopment. The organization and planning process for
targeted parcel redevelopment took over the Alliance
over three years. What had developed over this time
was a committed group of community activists with a
clear plan of how to improve Nicollet Avenue.
At this juncture, the Whittier Alliance approached the
city of Minneapolis to invite the city into the redevel-
In conjunction with the marketing firm, Nicollet Av-
enue businesses ought to establish a unique identi-
ty for the street. By giving the street a new identity,
the businesses hoped to further challenge the com-
mon perceptions ofNicollet Avenue as a decrepit and
dangerous area. The marketing firm looked to build
an identity upon the presence of so many restaurants
along the street. The firm's idea was to market Nicol-
let Avenue as 'Eat Street' -a diverse restaurant district'
In order to promote the new image, the firm hung Eat
Street banners up along Nicollet Avenue. Food writers
and restaurant reviewers for the local papers quickly
caught onto the idea and promoted Eat Street in their
columns. Positive reviews for restauants encouraged
people to seek out Eat Street.3
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The Creation of Eat Street (cont.)
Nicollet Avenue's location near downtown Miffleapo-
lis aided the formation of a restaurant district identi-
ty. The Avenue's proximity to the
Convention Center, the Minneapo-
lis College of Ar1 and Design, the
Children's Theater and other arts
and events athactions drew down-
town visitors to Eat Street. In the
late 1990s, the neighborhood sur-
rounding Eat Street also underwent
demographic changes. The inner
city was no longer being viewed as
an undesirable location to live. As
a result, many people moved into
the Whitter, Stevens and Loring
Park neighborhoods.
Currently there are over 30 ethnrc
restaurants and grocery stores be-
Banners identify Eat Street and
promote "17 blocks of eating
adventure."
in these businesses are not only flom within the eth-
nic immigrant groups. Eat Street has become a major
draw for people from outside the
immigranl communities as well.
The successful efforts of the busi-
ness and neighborhood coali-
tion axe apparent in the pleasing
streetscape of NicolletAvenue. The
area is no longer viewed as dan-
gerous or crime ridden. Property
values along Eat Street have risen
in recent years (see map below).
Curently there are four major de-
velopments taking place along the
street. Loft-style living complexes
with business space on the first
floor are moving onto the avenue.
Despite the rapid success of the
tween Lake Street and FranlinAvenue along Eat Street.
These establishments form the backbone for one of
the most successful commercial corridors in the Twin
Cities. On the weekends the sfieet has an atmosphere
of vitality as patrons shop and eat along the street.
Nicollet Avenue restaurants are often featured in the
local papers as some of the best in the Twin Cities.
Groups often arrange tours ofEat Street businesses to
experience all the unique foods. People come lrom all
over the TWin Cities seeking an adventurous and tasty
dining experience. The customers hopping and eating
Mexican, Asian, Middle-Eastern and German
food can all be found along Eat Street,
axea, the ethnic businesses which were originally at-
tracted to Nicollet Avenue because of cheap rent do
not appear to be leaving the street. Turnover among
the ethnic businesses has remained relatively low.
As long as these businesses continue to thdve along
Nicollet Avenue, Eat Street will be retain its identity
as one of the premier locations for eating out in the
Twin Cilies.n
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Ethnic Entrepreneurs on Eat Street
Urban Ethnic Economies:
In order to understand the process that Nicollet Avenue
experienced in becoming an successful commercial
corridor, it is important to understand the dynamics of
urban ethnic economies.
lty of employers and employees establishes networks
of that allow for the further advancement of the ethnic
community. Workers are able to gain skills that enable
them to expand into self-employment. The spatial con-
centration of ethnic businesses reflects the residential
segregation that is typical of
ethnic communities in inner
city neighborhoods. Spatial
clustering also promotes the
advantages of business ag-
glomeration. Sectoral con-
centration in business niches
The clustering of ethnic res-
taurants on Eat Street can
be attributed to the efforts
of immigrant populations to
assert themselves into the
mainstream economy. New immigrant anivals to the
city often lack skills needed to enter the primary la-
bor force. As a result, these immigrants occupy a mar-
ginal position in the workforce. Ethnic entrants to the
labor pool perform jobs that the majority population is
unwilling to do.r Jobs at the lowest tiers of the labor
market are poorly paid and offer little opportunity for
advancement. Restriction to these low tier jobs inhibits
the immigrants'ability to assimilate in the mainstream
economy.2
In response to the lack of opportunities found in the
mainstream economy, ethnic entrepreneurs eek self-
employment in sectors with unmet demand. Usually
this demand comes from within the ethnic communi-
ty itself. Immigrant groups require goods or services
unique to their country of origin. These goods and
services require providers with intimate knowledge of
the ethnic community. Ethnic entrepreneurs are conse-
quently able to establish small businesses to meet the
needs oftheir own ethnic community. In this sector, the
ethnic entrepreneurs supply products and services that
cannot be obtained elsewhere. Small ethnic businesses
provide an opportunity for economic advancement that
does not exist in the larger economy.3
In certain instances, the proliferation of ethnic busi-
nesses can lead to the formation of an ethnic enclave.
An enclave is charactertzed by three characteristics:
the co-ethnicity of owners and workers, spatial con-
centration and sectoral specialization. All three ofthese
characteristics give the enclave firms competitive ad-
vantages over firms outside the enclave. The co-ethnic-
The proliferation of ethnic
businesses along a corriodor
can lead to the formation of an
ethnic enclave.
takes advantage ofthe ethnic group's skills in areas that
fill unmet demand. Specialization in a certain sector or
sectors grants the group a monopoly over that niche.a
The Spatial Location of
Ethnic Enclaves:
Ethnic business exist in several stages of incorporation
into the mainstream economy. These stages not only
pertain to the individual ethic firms, but also reflect
changes within the larger ethic community. The stages
are as follows:
l. Replacement Labor: The first stage is chaructefized
by a highly concentrated ethnic population and small
specialized ethnic businesses offering a narrow range
of goods and services to their own ethnic group.
2. Ethnic Niche: The second stage is chwacteraedby
a concentrated ethnic population and ethnic businesses
that provide a wide range of goods and services to their
own ethnic community.
3. Middleman Minority.' The third stage consists of a
residentially dispersed ethnic population and ethnic
business that provide a wide range of goods and ser-
vices to other minority groups.
4. EconomicAssimilation:The forth stage is comprised
of a residentially dispersed ethnic population and eth-
nic businesses that serve the members of the majority
that are interested in a diverse shopping experience.s
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Ethnic Entrepreneurs on Eat Street (cont.)
The Eat Street ethnic agglomeration represents a dis-
tinctive form of an ethnic commercial district. Like
an enclave, the ethnic businesses on Nicollet Avenue
are spatially concentrated and focused in one sector,
food. Unlike an enclave, one ethnicity does not domi-
nate the Eat Street businesses. The entrepreneurs on
Nicollet Avenue reflect the variation in ethnic groups
that came to occupy south-central Minneapolis. Also,
unlike a ethnic business
district, Nicollet Avenue
does not lie at the heart of
a concentrated residential
ethnic population. Instead,
Eat Street is surrounded by
several diverse communi-
ties, including middle-class
white neighborhoods.
Another aspect of Nicollet
Avenue that differentiates
the street from a traditional
ethnic enclave is the stage
of incorporation of Eat
Street businesses. The busi-
Ethnic businesses along Eat Street provide a
unique and diverse ethnic experience to their
clientele.
Eat Street provides an example of an alternate fourth
stage of incorporation of ethnic businesses into the
mainstream economy. This stage is characterized as
the lollowing:
Ethnic Experience: ethnic businesses remain spatially
concentrated while selling goods and services to mem-
bers of the majority. These ethnic businesses provide
a unique, diverse experience
to the majority that cannot
be obtained elservhere.
Ethnic businesses provid-
ing an ethnic experience are
apt to remain in agglom-
eration to take advantage
of the joint attraction cre-
ated by many businesses
offering similar goods, The
presence of so many ethnic
restaurants on Nicollet Av-
enue allows patrons to visit
the street and sample a wide
nesses on Nicollet Avenue originally sought to fulfill
the unmet demands of Minneapolis immi$ant groups.
A major unmel demand for any immigrant group is
for familiar food. Ethnic entrepreneurs along Nicol-
let Avenue responded to this demand by establishing
grocery stores and restaurants. Over time, Nicollet Av-
enue became one ofthe main places where Minneapo-
lis immigrant groups went for ethnic food.
Based on previous observations about ethnic enclaves,
it would be expected that as the ethnic groups in south-
central Minneapolis move toward economic assimila-
tion, the Nicollet Avenue ethnic concentration would
disseminate. Yet the experience of Nicollet Avenue
suggests that the ethnic entrepreneurs along Eat Street
are following a diflerent path to economic assimila-
tion. The businesses on Nicollet Avenue has not dis-
persed over the last twenty-five years. ln fact, the busi-
nesses along the street appear to be firmly established
on Eat Sffeet.
range of food. People visit-
ing the street often go without a specific restaurant in
mind, but decide where to eat upon arriving. Eat Street
appeals to an adventurous clientele. Nearby neighbor-
hoods have significant concentrations of college-edu-
cated professionals with disposable incomes and busy
lifestyles. These are the type of people who eat out
frequently, but also appreciate and seek out the diverse
Eat Street experience.o
The distinctiveness of the Nicollet Avenue ethnic
agglomeration is reflected in the street's marketing
scheme. The name 'Eat Street' promotes ethnic food
while being inclusive ofall ofthe ethnic groups found
on the street, The Eat Street concept also capitalizes
on the ethnic experience that the street provides. The
agglomeration of ethnic businesses on Nicollet Av-
enue created a niche market that attracts customers to
Nicollet Avenue. In this way, the ethnic agglomera-
tion on Eat Street was instrumental in transforming the
street from an undesirable business location to a thriv-
ins commercial corridor.
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Strategies for Redevelopment
Nicollet Avenue provides a model of commercial re-
development that may be used to advance revitaliza-
tion efforts along other commercial conidors in the
Twin Cities. Using the development of Eat Street as a
model, three strategies for redevelopment can be de-
veloped.
I ) Bwiness-Community Partnersirp. A remarkable
aspect of the Eat Street story is that the impetus for
improvement along Nicollet Avenue came from with-
in the community, not from the city of Minneapolis.
The coalition that developed out of opposition to the
closing ofNicollet Avenue was able to gather support
Ilom business owners and community and neighbor-
hood organizations. Both the business owners and
the community members were heavily invested in the
street and had much to gain from economic redevel-
opment. The commitment of these individuals made
commercial revitalization along the conidor a realistic
soal.
The owner of the Black Forest Inn, the restau-
rant that anchors the intersection of Nicollet
Avenue and E 26th Street, was critical to the
redevelopment process.
2) Infrastructure Improvements: Blight and disrepair
along a commercial conidor leads to peroeptions of
the sheet as crime-ridden and dangerous. Once these
perceptions become associated with the street they are
difficult to counter. lf people are unwilling to walk
down a corridor, businesses will undoubtedly suffer.
Improving the appearance of the street was the first
priority of the WhittierAlliance. The group recognized
that NicolletAvenue had an asset in its buildings. Once
improved, their facades would have a pleasant effect
on the street. The group appraised the status of the
street's storefronts and acted to secure funding to im-
prove the streetscape. These efforts slowly paid offas
perceptions of Nicollet Avenue improved. Now new
commercial and residential space is being built on the
$reel.
3) Crettion of Niche Markrts: Nicollet Avenue does
not have an upper-income resldential population in the
immediate surrounding area. Instead, Nicollet Avenue
has to attract customers from areas outside the adja-
cent neighborhoods, such as the upper-income Lakes
District. To this end, the Nicollet Avenue organization
was able to capitalize on the presenca of ethnic busi-
nesses. The ethnic enclave that had been established
along Nicollet Avenue provided community leaders
with a fiamework upon which they could build an
identity. The creation of the Eat Street identity pro-
moted these businesses to the outside community. In
this fashion, the ethnic businesses and the NicolletAv-
enue organization were able to create a niche market
in exotic foods that attracts customers to the street.
The experience ofEat Street demonstrates the impera-
tive roles of business-community leadership, infra-
structure improvement and the oreation of niche mar-
kets in creating viable commercial conidors. This is
not to suggest hat every commercial corridor strive
to become a restaurant district in the image of Eat
Street. Each commercial corridor varies in two re-
gards: the availability and condition of inftastructure
and the presence ofethnic business. These two factors
will shape the direction of redevelopment. Nonethe-
less, along each corridor there exists the potential for
business-community leadership in the redevelopment
process.
In the seotions that follow the strategies for redevel-
opment .Nill be used to generate specific recommen-
dations for certain commercial corridors. The aim
of these recommendations i to demonstrate ways in
which businesses and community groups can build
upon the existing assets ofthe streets.
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Central Avenue
Northeast Minneapolis was the originally the site
of industrial functions built around the Mississippi
River and the Railroads. The neighborhoods in this
area were first settled by European
immigrants beginning in the 1870s.
German, Scandinavian and French im-
migrants found work in the sawmills,
lumber yards and brick mills. Skilled
laborers were able to findjobs as clerks
in downtown businesses. Eastern Eu-
ropean immigrants soon followed their
Western European counterparts into
Northeast Minneapolis.' The availabil-
ity of employment created a prosper-
ous working class in Northeast Min-
neapolis.z
Taverns and European ethnic restau-
rants on Central Avenue served the
working class population. In addition
Central Avenue provided a myriad of
every-day goods and servjces. Like
all commercial corridors, Central Av-
enue entered a period ofdecline in the
1960s. Yet Central Avenue was not as
adversely affected as other corridors.
of its functions. Even so, during the 1960s, the popu-
lation of Northeast Minneapolis decreased drastically.
Although Central Avenue retainied some of its ethnic
restaurants, many businesses left the street.r
Central Avenue
Todav
central Avenue between 22nd
and 23rd Avenues - 1951, Photo
Cred it : M in nesota H istorica I
Society
The vacancies created on
Central Avenue were filled
by Northeast Minneapolis'
newest ethnic groups; His-
panics, Asians and Africans.
Today Central Avenue has a
strong concentration of South
Asian spice shops, grocery
stores and video stores, East
African barbers and coffee
shops, Hispanic restaurants
and grocery stores and South
East Asian takeout food res-
taurants. The presence of so
many ethnic restaurants and
grocery stores on Central Av-
enue has transformed the av-
enue into an Eat Street of its
own right.
The presence of a stable working class immiglant
groups in the area allowed Central to maintain some
The Holy Land Deli Is one of several ethnic busi-
nesses that draw customers to Central Avenue.
The largest ethnic operation on Central Avenue is the
Holy Land Deli. Majdi Wadi, the owner of the com-
bined restaurant, butcher, grocery store and bakery
opened the Holy Land Deli in 1987. The Holy Land
caters to Middle Eastems, South Asians and East Af-
rican. The restaurant has become renown for its in-
expensive and tasty gyros and other Middle Eastem
fare. The grocery store has an olive bar with what
must be the Twin Cities largest selection of olives. In
2001, Wadi spent $l million to expand and renovate
the building he now owns. Operations like the Holy
Land Deli including the Cresent Moon Bakery Pa-
tel's Indian grocery store and Chiapas Mexican res-
taurant attract ethnic customers to the street and have
transformed certain sections of Central Avenue into a
vibrant street once again.a
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Central Avenue (cont.)
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Central Avenue has also benefited from an initiative
to improve the streetscape. More than $1.5 million
was contributed to the effort from a variety of sources
including the Metropolitan Council,
Local Initiatives Support Corp., and
the Minneapolis Neighborhood Re-
vitalization Program. The funds were
devoted to business renovations, cre-
ating Central Avenue banners to hang
from streetlights, landscaping, mak-
ing more space lor parking. cleaning
up alleyways behind stores and efforts
to keep crime away from the stre€t.
Banners hang from the streetlights
identiff Central Avenue as the com-
mercial corridor of Nonheast Minne-
apolis. The results ofthese efforts are
clear as the image ofthe corridor has
been remarkably improved.5
The map of potential along Central
Avenue shows that despite the recent
successes of Central Avenue, there
remains potenlial or future business
development. Two areas stand out:
the section of Central Avenue adja-
cent to downtown Minneapolis (1 on
map) and the segment of the street
north of l Sth Avenue NE (2 on map).
These sections are seperated by an in-
dustrial area focused on the railroad.
Although there are many ethnic
stores along the street, the vast ma-
jority are engaged in lower level
functions. Unlike Eat Street, many of
the shops along Central Avenue have
not expanded their markets into the
majority population. ln this sense,
Potential for Business
Re develo pm e n t a I on g Ce ntra I
Avenue NE
amount ofpress in the major papers and the Iocal arts
and events publication.
The emergence of yet another food
focused commercial coridor raises
the question of whether the Twin
Cities can support so many reslau-
rant districts. The answer seems to
be yes -as long as the food is good!
Many restaurants can coexist in the
same market as long as they offer
an innexpensive high quality din-
ing experience. There appears to be
a constant demand for high quality
food served in a pleasant environ-
ment with good customer service.
Ethnic restaurants in particular pro-
vide a cheap form of entertainment
that can be varied in many ways,
which allows a [arge number of eth-
nic restaurants to coexist in the same
market.6
The unique mix ofethnic enterprises
along Central Avenue can provide a
dining and shopping experience that
is diflerent than the one found on
Nicollet Avenue, Selby Avenue, or
any of the other commercial corri-
dors. As long as each corridor devel-
ops in its own manner based on its
unique assets, the Twin Cities can be
home to many thriving coridors.
Central Avenue can thus build upon
its image as an undiscovered gem.
Having already convinced food crit-
ics, Central must now promote itself
to the greater population. The use of
marketing and branding techniques
like those used along Nicollet Av-
enue have the potential to increase
Potential Along
Central Avenue
Central Avenue remains an undiscovered gem for din-
ers seeking exotic food, The secret may soon be out as
restaurants alons Central Avenue have received a fair
Central Avenue's prominence. These efforts can build
upon the success Central Avenue has had in creating a
positive image ofthe street.
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The East Side
Historv
Several industrial areas developed on the St. Paul's
east side to take advantage of the area's proximity to
the railroads that served
the downtown. The indus-
try in the area attracted
immigrant laborers to the
East Side. Beginning in
the I E40s, European immi-
grants moved into Swede
Hollow, a creek bed locat-
ed below the Hamm Brew-
ery. Swede Hollow became
the home for several sub-
sequent immiglant groups:
Swedes, Irish, Italians, and
Mexican Americans. As
each ethnic group became
wealthier, they would aban-
don Swede Hollow, making
As the population left the East Side in the 1950s, the
area was deprived of its economic base. By the 1960s,
Payne Avenue had a reputation for selling used furni-
ture, an indication ofthe sfeet's decline. The loss of
industry in the area, most reoently the closure of lhe
3M plant on East Seventh
Street resulted in further
economic troubles for the
East Side. Shops and busi-
nesses along the East Side
were foroed to close or re-
locate.z
The commercial buildings
on the East Side are some
of the oldest in St. Paul
(see map on next page).
Very few corridors in the
Payne Avenue and York Avenue - 7930;
Photo Credit: Minnesota Historical Society.
way for the next wave of immigrants. Swede Hollow Twin Cities retained the same density of historic store-
was demolished by the city in the 1960s, but the East fronts. Howevet the condition ofthese buildings has
Side continues to attmct immigrant groups including suffered as a result of business decline. Signs of the
recent Hispanic and Asian immigrants.t East Side comrnunities' struggles are visible on the
landscape of East Seventh Street, Payne Avenue and
The streets of Payne Av-
enue, Arcade Avenue and
East Seventh Street served
the sunounding East Side
community with stores,
banks and businesses. The
business along these streets
mirrored the demograph-
ics of the surrounding
community. Al one point,
Payne Avenue was known
as "Snoose Boulevard," a
derogatory reference to the
Swede's affinity to chew-
ing tobacco, or "Snoose."
Although there were many
ethnicallv owned business-
es along the East Side corridors, few of these busi- .
nesses provided authentic goods or services.
Arcade Street. Many of the
storefronts along the three
sfeets are vacant or in dis-
repair. Several businesses
have done little to improve
upon the condition of the
commercial buildings.
The businesses along the
East Side corridors pro-
vide basic services for the
surrounding community.
Hardware stores, landro-
mats. bars. furniture stores,
barber shops and pharma-
cies are typical businesses
The East Side
Many older buildingsalong the East side coftidors
are vacant or in disreDair.
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The East Side (cont.)
Historic Buildings on the East Side
Average Year Built for
Commercial Buildings on
the East Side Commercial
Coridors by Block Group
J ro oat,
I reao - rers
J rero - rsze
J reze - relr
I rslr - rscr
Q recz - reer
Side
Ave
Ave
Souce: Ramsey County User's GrouP;
Census 2000
As would be expected, many ethnic businesses are
located on the East Side commercial corridors. On
Payne Avenue near East Seventh Street, three Italian
restaurants elve as a reminder ofthe East Side's early
immigrant populations. Most ethnic businesses on the
East Side corridors reflect the newer Asian and His-
panic immigrant arrivals to the East Side. East Sev-
enth Street has Hispanic and Asian grocery stores,
restaurants and clothing stores. Payne Avenue has an
agglomeration of similar ethnic businesses around the
intersection of Case Avenue. Arcade Street has fewer
ethnic businesses than Payne Avenue or East Seventh
Street, but the street is home to a couple Asian restau-
rants and Hispanic money-wiring operations.
One of several ethnic Asian grocery stores on
the East Side commercial corridors.
Several ethnic businesses have prosepered on the East
Side conidors. The Plaza Latina on Payne Avenue is a
Hispanic mini-mall similar to the Mercado Central on
Lake Street. The Plaza Latina has small stores, vendor
stalls and a food cantina. The Bymore Mexican Super-
market and Las Tapitas Restaurant are other examples
of major ethnic operations on Payne Avenue.
The Plaza Latina is an example of a successful
ethnic enterprise on the East Side,
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The East Side (cont.)
Potent ia l  a lono the East  Side
Corridors
Much like the successful intersection of Selby Avenue
and Western Avenue, the commercial corridors on the
East Side can capitalize on the presence of historic
buildings. Potential along the East Side corridors exists
in the historic nature ofthe streets. The redevelopment
of older buildings could strengthen the streets' identity
as well as make the streets more attractive places to
shop. The Swede Hollow Cafd on East Seventh Street,
with its renovated historic fagade, provides one exam-
ple ofhow historic preservation can be used to benefit
East Side businesses. In addition. East Seventh Street
has already taken steps to inrprove the streetscape by
installing historic style streetlamps and planting trees
along the sidewalk. Similar steps along Payne Avenue
and Arcade Street could improve the walk-ability and
aDDearance of the corridors.
The Swede Hollow Cafe on East Seventh
Street is an example of historic preservation of
commercial buildings on the East Side.
Along Payne Avenue, the ethnic businesses may also
aide in the redevelopment of the area. The successful
ethnic enterprises, such as the Plaza Latina, are creat-
ing multi-cultural corridors on the East Side. Creating
an identity revolving around the historic nature of the
streets in combination with the ethnic experience could
aftract more customers to the East Side streets. ln or-
der to do this, community organizations hould provide
Potential for
Business
Redevelopment
on the
East Side
Greater Success
than Predicted
- t
+ 
Potential
Less Success
than Predicted
The
East
Side
monetary assistance to bring more ethnic business to
the streets to fill out the available commercial space.
Convincing ethnic entrepreneurs that investment in
storefront improvements and historic preservation is
a worthwhile expenditure is, at times, a difficult task.
At first, the ethnic entrepreneurs operate with narrow
profit margins, Ieaving little resources for infrastruc-
ture improvements. Communicating community goals
to startup business and financial assistance for improve-
ments could convince ethnic entrepreneurs to support
corridor edevelooment.
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Lake Street
For many decades, Lake Street served as the principal
east-west commercial corridor in Minneapolis. Built up
mostly before the 1920s, Lake Street was anchored by
the large Sears shipping center. The businesses along
Lake Street provided all necessary goods and services
to south-oentral Minneapolis. Along with the depart-
ment storo, the street was home to drug stores, profes-
sional offices, bakeries, convenience stores, clothing
stores, dancehalls, movie theaters and gtocery stores.
At one point Lake Street was even home to an amuse-
ment park and the Minneapolis Millers' baseball sta-
dium. The street's location near the railroad also pro-
moted the grol+th of many industial functions.r
Lake street and Chicago Avenue - 7956
Photo Credit: Minnesota Historical society
As the population entered the automobile era, the face
of Lake Stre€t began to change. Many auto centered
businesses such as garages and car dealerships located
along Lake Street. The rise in traffc on Lake Street
led to a severe parking shortage. The parking problem
along with the loss of inner-city population and com-
petition fiom new suburban shopping centers ushered
in the period ofdecline along Lake Steet.
In response to the decline, Lake Street businesses and
planners aftempted to bring shoppers back by remod-
eling the street to function like the suburban shopping
centers. In the 1970s, big box retailers like Kmart,
Target and Super Valu along with many other chains
moved onto Lake Street. These stores were set back
from the street to provide ample parking. Despite
bringing some revenue to the street, these stores were
not successful in reversing Lake Street's fortunes. In
1994, Sears closed the shipping center, leaving the
street with an enormous vacanct building. The sheer
size of the Sears building made it a near impossible
vacancy to fill.
The vacant Sears Builcling encompasses an
entire city block along Lake Street.
Lake Street Todav
Lake Street stretches across several miles and runs
through many of Minneapolis' south-central neighbor-
hoods. Consequently, the street exhibits a wide range
of conditions. At its western edge in Uptown, Lake
Street is home to trendy restaurants and stores fre-
quented by young urban professionals. Moving east
Lake Street is more economically depressed with sev-
eral dilapidated or vacant storefronts. Major intersec-
tions serve as focal points for commercial activity' The
businesses along these sections of the street provide
basic goods and services to the sunounding neigh-
borhoods. These neighborhoods are home to several
minority and immigrant groups. The diversity of the
neighborhoods is reflected in the types of businesses
found on Lake Sseet. At its eastern edge, Lake Street
serves the middle class neighborhoods located near
the Mississippi River.
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Lake Street (cont.)
Ethnic businesses have a long tradition on Lake Street.
The street has always served as a center for ethnic en-
terprises. Ingebretsen's, a Scandinav.ian food and giff
shop located one block east ofBloomington Avenue, is
a rare remaining example of the European immigrant
shopsthat were once found on Lake Street. Ethnic busi-
nesses located along Lake Street oday are focused on
serving the needs of recent immigrant communities.
Ethnic travel agencies, money wiring operations, gro-
cery stores and restaurants are ubiquitous along Lake
Street. These businesses erve a wide variety of eth-
nic groups: Hispanics, South EastAsians, East Asians,
East Afticans, Middle Easterners and South Asians.
These businesses are not concentrated in certain sec-
tions based on ethnicity, but are interspersed with one
another along the street.
While most of the ethnic businesses are small, a few
entreprenuers are quite successful and have expanded
their businesses into large enterprises. One example
is the Sabri Commons, a large mall-like bazaar east
of Hiawatha Avenue that rents space to immigrant
shopkeepers. The Sabri brothers own smaller proper-
ties along Lake Street. Although they have frequently
clashed with the city and each other, the Sabri brothers
have invested a lot of capital into Lake Street.2
Despite the success of some businesses, blight and va-
cancy remains a problem along Lake Street. The map
ofthe current success level below displays higher lev-
els of vacancy and lower property values along many
sections of Lake Street. The sffeetscape in these ar-
eas reflects the lack of current business uccess. Many
properties, like the Gustavus Adolphus Hall which
was gutted by fire in 2003 (see above photo), have re-
mained vacant for some time. The presence of blight-
ed and vacant properties may influence or reinforce
perceptions about Lake Sheet as a stagnant, dangerous
and undesirable shopping location.
The burned-out and vacant Gustavus AdolDhus
Hall at Lake Street and 17th Ave S.
One of many Sabri Brothers' owned storefronts
along Lake Street,
Current success Levels along Eat Street
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Lake Street (cont.)
Potential Along Lake Street
The map of potential along Lake Street displays a
great range of potential along the street. Several seg-
ments ofthe street are shown to be less successful than
predicted while others are currently more successful
than predicted. Most noticeable is the high potential
for future business uccess at Lake Street and Nicol-
let Avenue. The intersection between Lake Street and
Nicollet Avenue was closed to traffic in 1974 to make
space for the Kmart store. The severed connection be-
tween lhe streets cut offtraffic flow to the area and has
adversely affected business success in this location.
The Kmart lot remains an underdeveloped site; an of-
ten discussed reconnection of Lake Street to Nicollet
Avenue would help spur business development.
One area that has greater success than was predicted
is the corner of Lake Street and Bloomington Avenue.
This success is in large part due to the Mercado Cen-
tral, a Hispanic marketplace that is located on the
southwest corner. The Mercado Central complex is
home to over fifty small business. The ethnic entrepre-
neurs sell every imaginable good including videos and
music, clothing and authentic Mexican food. Mercado
Central is very popular with the local Hispanic popu-
lation. On a given weekend the marketplace is full of
shoppers. The agglomeration of vendors makes shop-
ping easy and fun. The Mercado's success has spurred
other developments in the vicinity of Lake-Bloom.
most noticeably the large Me Gusta restaurant.
Ethnic business along Lake Street have piqued the in-
terest of non-ethnic shoppers. The attraction to 'au-
thentic' ethnic food may increasingly bring non-ethnic
The intersection of Lake Street and
Bloomington Avenue.
customers to the street. Mexican food is a Lake Street
specialty; besides the Mercado Central food court
there are many restaurants offering inexpensive tacos,
tortas or tamales.
Ethnic restaurants and stores on Lake Sreet have yet
to create broad appeal outside the ethnic commun!
ties. Simple steps to improve the streetscape might go
a long way in attracting outsiders to Lake Street. The
size and diversity of Lake Street makes attempts to
brand the street difficult. Recently it was annouced that
an international bazaar will be moving into the Sears
building. The redevelopment ofthis crucial space may
give Lake Street an opportunity to recast itself as the
international marketplace of Minneapolis.3 Operations
like Sabri Comrnons and the Mercado Central, as well
as the ethnic restaurants, could figure prominatley into
this new Lake Street identity Afterall, of all the com-
mercial corridors, Lake Street has perhaps the widest
range ofethnic experiences to offer.
Potential for Business Redevelopment along Lake Street
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Rice Street
History
Rice Street served the North End neighborhood of St.
Paul. The North End was initially settled by European
immigrants and remained a fairly homogenous popu-
lation. The neighborhood grew out fiom the industrial
area surrounding the railroads south of Front Street.
Rice Street served as a major transportation and ship-
ping route befween downtown St. Paul and the subur-
ban farms to the north.
Rice Street was not only a major tansportation route;
the street served North End with neighborhood retail
functions. During the 1950s, white flight flom North
End in combination with the building of public hous-
ing in the vicinity of Rice Street led to public percep-
tions of the street as crime-ridden. Businesses in the
area declined as a result. Many of the street's neigh-
borhood services were replaced by auto-focused busi-
nesses. Other storefronts were simply leff vacant.r
In the 1970s, the lack of parking along Rice Street
was viewed as preventing customers fiom coming to
the sheet. However, attempts to revitalize the street
by clearing space for parking proved to be unsuccess-
ful at attracting business back to the street. Instead,
the ample parking space created gaps in commercial
buildings along the strcet that now sit as undeveloped
lots.
There are relatively few retail functions along Rice
Street. Asian and Hispanic ethnic businesses, uch as
the Double Dragon grocery store, providb neighbor-
hood services to the local ethnic populations. A num-
ber of ethnic clothing and fashion shops are located
south of Maryland Avenue. Yet the number of ethnic
businesses on Rice Street is relatively low as compared
to University Avenue or the East Side commercial cor-
ridors. The North End has not experienced the same
growth of immigrant populations as other neighbor-
hoods in St. Paul.
Space cleared for parking left gaps in
commercial space along the Rr'ce Street,
Ethnic businesses aside, auto-focused businesses
dominate the retail firnctions. One exception is the
Caron-Fabre fumiture store that sells eclectic antique
firrniture. Business suppliers and construction firms,
namely United Products and Twin Cities Roofing,
have located on Rice Street to take advantage of the
large amounts of available space. The lack of general
retail on Rice Street is reflected in the streetscape; sev-
eral storefronts remain abandoned. Also, vacant lots
line several sections of the street. Consequently, per-
ceptions of Rice Sfeet as an unsafe and undesirable
commerial corridor persist to this day.
Caron-Fabre is one of few retail businesses that
remained on Rr'ce Sfreet
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Rice Street (cont.)
Potential alono R.ice Street
The potential dispalyed on the map of Rice Street re-
sults from the many older commercial buildings that
remain along the street. While many are vacant or in
disrepair, they remain the sheet's greatest asset. His-
toric preservation and storefront improvements could
combat the negative perceptions that plauge Rice
Str€et.
The lack of retail along Rice Street makes the rede-
velopment of the street especially challenging. The
business service providers and consfiuction firms
based on the street do not create foot-traffic or attract
shoppers to the street. The ethnic businesses, ome of
which have prospered while serving the local commu-
nity, could serve as a new draw for shoppers. Small
business loans provided by the corridor community
development organization, SPARC, could aide in at-
tracting more ethnic businesses to the street. Bringing
businesses into the vaeant storefronts would greatly
improve the image of the street. The development of
an ethnic fashion district along Rice Street is an in-
triguing possibility for the street. Clothing and fashion
shops targeted at ethnic groups all over the Twin Cities
as well as the majority population could bring new life
to the street.
Historic buildings are an asset for Rice Street.
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Several Asian fashion shops and clothing stores
are located on Rrce Street
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Selby Avenue
History
SelbyAvenue was initially the premier shopping street
for St. Paul's elite, serving the Ramsey Hill and Sum-
mitAvenue neighborhoods. By the 1930s, population
demographic shifts transformed Selby Avenue into
the commercial center for St. Paul's Jewish popula-
tion. As the Jewish population assimilated and moved
to the suburbs, African Americans took their place. In
this manner, Selby Avenue reflected a pattern seen in
most North American cities: series of new immigrant
or minority groups replacing older groups in the inner
city. The elite shopping funclions once found on Sel-
by relocated to Grand Avenue during this time period.
Throughout he 1950s, Selby Avenue catered toward
the Africar American population,
The Intersection of Selby Avenue and Dale
Avenue - 1967. Photo Credit: The Minnesota
Historical Society
The riots following the assassination of Martin Luther
King, Jr. in 1968 devastated Selby Avenue. Business-
es were looted and burned. ln response, many ofthe
commercial operations left the street. New businesses
did not move onto the street and many storefronts and
lofs rernained vacant for decades -some remain vacanl
to this day. The street became notorious in St. Paul as
the center ofvice and crime. The intersection of Selby
and Dale Avenues was known as "Hell's Kitchen." ln
addition to decay along the street, houses in the sur-
rounding Rasmey Hill neighborhood were neglected
and abandoned.l
Selby Avenue near Dale Avenue - 1975. The
street was abandoned following the MLK riots.
Photo Credit: The Minnesota Historical Societv,
ln the 1970s, the fortune of Selby Avenue began to
reverse. The city of St. Paul acquired federal funds
to improve real estate in the Rarnsey Hill neighbor-
hood. lnvestors also began to buy and renovate old-
er structures in the Ramsey Hill neighborhood and
along Selby Avenue. The Dacotah Building at Selby
and Western Avenues was renovated and reopened
as the W.A. Frost and Company restaurant. The city
improved the appearance and accessibility of the
street by widening the sidewalks, planting trees and
installing streetlamps. Developers responded to these
efforts by building apartments and condos along the
street. Entrepreneurs returned to the street and opened
restaurants. bars and shoos.2
Trendy restaurants and boutiques moved into
the vacant storefronts on the eastern edge of
Selby Avenue.
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Selby Avenue
Elforts to revitalize Ramsey Hill succeeded in attract-
ing middle class residents back to the neighborhood.
Businesses on the eastem edge of Selby Avenue now
benefit from the surrounding Crocus Hill neighbor-
hood and the proximity to downtown St. Paul, Since
the street was largely abandoned in the 1970s, new
businesses were able to move onto the street with rela-
tive ease. The presence ofthe apaftments and condos
along Selby Avenue insures that businesses along the
street have a steady consumer base. These attributes
have led the eastern end of Selby Avenue develop-
ing into a small restaurart and entertainment district.
Many small neighborhood bistros and caf6s in the area
serve gourmet food, coffee, wine and dessert.s
The western side of Selby Avenue has not benefited
from commercial revitalization like the eastern edge.
West of Dale Avenue, there are ferv commercial opera-
tions besides convenience stores or hair salons. Some
ofthe commercial properties are in disrepair and many
parcels are stillvacant or have beenconverted into large
parking lots. Except for nodes of commercial activify
at Snelling Avenue and Fairview Avenue, the eastern
edge of Selby Avenue is mostly residential, with a fe*'
small offices and professional firms interspersed.
Potential Along Selbv Avenue
The map of Selby Avenue displays potential along the
entire corridor. The presence of an upper-income pop-
ulation and historic commercial buildings makes Sel-
by Avenue an attractive location for shoppers. These
two factors have already contributed to the redevel-
opment of the eastern edge of Selby Avenue. While
The site of a future mixed commercial and
residential building at Selby Avenue and
Victoria Avenue.
potential exists along the entire avenue, it has not been
recognized everywhere. Slowly, however, the success
experienced on eastern Selby Avenue is spreading
westward. New developments are being built on pre-
viously vacant lots between Victoria and Lexingtion
Avenues. These developments offer storellonts and
office space as well as loft-style living. Other empty
parcels and large parking lots are still available for re-
development.
ln many respects, the eastern end of Selby Avenue has
already created a successful image of a vibrant com-
mercial coridor. The neighborhood bistros and cafes
are instrumental in attracting patrons to the street. Un-
like Nicollet Avenue, these restaurants were not part
ofan ethnic enclave. Yet the same principal ofjoint ar
traction through agglomeration applies. Selby Avenue,
once the roughest street in St. Paul, was able to attact
customers to the street by offering a unique shopping
and dining experience along a historic avenue.
Potential for Business Redevelopment along Selby Avenue
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University Avenue
University Avenue served to connect the two down-
towns of the Twin Cities by streetcar. In St. Paul, the
proximity of the railroads led to the development of
industry in the vicinity of University Avenue. Com-
mercial functions located on University Avenue to
take advantage ofthe well-traveled and highly acces-
sible street. The large Montgomery Wards store near
Snelling Avenue anchored the street's retail functions.
Shoppers could find every imaginable good along
University Avenue. In addition to retail, University
Avenue has traditionally been fhe sife of automobile
and truck sales are repair outfits. The street was even
home to the St. Paul Saints' baseball stadium.
The Montgomery Wards department store
anchored retail activity along University Avenue
- 1925; Photo Credit: Minnesota Historical
Society.
With the removal of the streetcar lines, University Av-
enue was taken over by the automobile. University was
transformed into a four lane thoroughfare with parking
on both sides ofthe street. Traffic levels on University
Avenue are heavy and constant. Auto centered busi-
ness, such as car repair garages and auto-parts tores
located on the street to take advantage of the traffic
and wide swaths of cleared industrial land. The domi-
nance of the automobile has detracted from the walk-
ability oflhe street. New shops were set back from the
street o provide ample parking for customers.
During the 1970s, in response to the decline ofthe cor-
ridor, University Avenue business leaders and the city
of St. Paul encouraged big-box retailers to locate on
the street. The Midway Shopping Center now houses
grocery and department stores as well as other large
national chain retailers. This section of UniversityAv-
enue was developed to serve as a regional shopping
center for the residents of St. Paul. The Cub Foods
and Target chains on University Avenue are now both
national eaders in revenue in their ftanchises.r
University Avenue Today
University Avenue displays a wide range of functions.
At the intersection of Uni versity Avenrre and Raymond
Avenue, a small cluster of galleries, cofee shops and
restaurants gives the street an artsy atmosphere. Mov-
ing west-to-east, the big-box retailers, fast food restau-
rants and auto-centered business dominate the street.
Smaller businesses along the street do little in terms
of aesthetics to appeal to passersby, as there are few.
Blighted storefronts exist along the entire street. ln
many iueas litter accumulates on the sidewalks, which
further deteriorates the appearance ofthe streetscape.
The eastem end of University Avenue is the site of St.
Paul's largest agglomeration of ethnic businesses. Be-
ginning in the 1980s, Hmong immigrants from the high-
lands oflaos began to move to the Frogown neighbor-
hood of St. Paul. University Avenue, which serves as
the southem border ofthe Frogtown neighborhood, pro-
vided commercial space to the new immigrant goup.
Auto traffic dominates University Avenue.
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University Avenue (cont.)
So many Asian businesses located on the street that
the eastem end of University Avenue has become an
ethnic enclave. Asian restaurants,
grocery stores, garages. clothing
stores, tuavel agencies and money
wiring fums provide basic goods
and services to the immigrant popu-
lation. In addition to these business-
es, a few Asian professional servic-
es such as lawyers and realtors have
located on University Avenue.
The ethnic businesses on University
Avenue cater exclusively to the lo-
cal immigrant population. The high
demand for ethnic goods in the area
has allowed several businesses to
prosper. Shuang Hur, a large Asian
supermarket located at Dale Avenue
and University Avenue, sells a wide
variety of unique goods including
seafood and fresh vegetables. The
store has succeeded in meeting the
Mai Vi age Restaurant boasts an
elaborate interior decore.
The map of University Avenue displays several block
groups with slight potential for future business uccess.
In order to recognize any potential,
University Avenue businesses will
need to deal with the problem of
traffc and the appearance of the
street. University Avenue played an
impodant role in the development
of the Twin Cities, yet that histo-
ry is not reflected in the buildings
along the street. Efforls to repair
blighted storellonts and preserve
historic facades would improve the
aesthetics of the street. Currently
businesses are focused on attracting
tramc to their stores. lmproving the
streetscape might encourage people
to walk down the street and shop
rather than simply driving to certain
businesses.
The ethnic enclave on Universitv
demand for authentic Asian groceries. Mai Village
Restaurant, located near University Avenue and West-
ern Avenue, recently built a new multi-million dollar
facility to expand its seating and serving capacity. The
restaurant is now the largest Vietnamese restaurant on
Unlversity Avenue. The restaurant is quickly becom-
ing renowned for its expansive menu and incredible
d6cor.2
Potential alono Universitv
Avenue
Avenue may have potential to at-
fact shoppers to the sheet. Although ethnic businesses
in St. Paul were not found to contribute to the success
of a street, the lessons leamed fiom Eat Stre.et can
still be applied to University Avenue. Cunently, Asian
businesses do not seek to bring in customers fiom out-
side the immigrant group. Mal Village Restaurant is an
exception; it afuacts a diverse crowd. Following Mai
Village's example, ethnic businesses may move to ex-
pand their market. Although it is still in an early stage
ofdevelopment, the enclave has the potential to sell an
ethnic experience to the majority population.
Potential for Business Redevelopment along University Avenue
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Conclusions
In an interview with the Star Tribune, Daisy Haung,
the owner of the Shuang Hur Supermarkets that oper-
ate on Nicollet Avenue and University Avenue, said of
her business, "lt's either reinvent or die. We've had to
reshape our business to flt this neighborhood." Shaung
Hur has succeeded in both locations by offering unique
goods and services to the Twin Cities'Asian and His-
panic population. ln many ways, Haung's statement
about reinvention applies not only to her business,
but to the commercial corridors as a
whole. lt is urueasonable to expect
that the corridors will regain their
historic position as the sole focus
of commercial activity in the Twin
"It's Either Reinvent
or Die."
The potential for this transformation exists along many
ofthe corridors in the Twin Cities. Arcade Street, Cen-
tral Avenue, East Seventh Street, Lake Street, Payne
Avenue, Rice Street, SelbyAvenue and University Av-
enue are all examples of streets that can develop into
successful business locations. Favorable attributes
such as historic buildings and the presence of ethnic
businesses makes redevelopment along these conidors
possible. As has been demonstrated through several
reccomendations for revitalization,
efforts to promote historic preserva-
tion, create attractive streetscapes
and enable ethnic entrepreneurs to
Cities. Instead, the conidors must find a new ways to
draw consumers to shop along the streets.
NicolletAvenue, which was identified as exceeding its
prediction of success, is a clear example of a conidor
that has successfully reinvented itself. Eat Street was a
unique concept hat capitalized on the presence ofeth-
nic restaurants and grocery stores. Through a strong
business and community organization, Nicollet Av-
enue was able to improve the srreetscape and create a
new image that challenged
people's perceptions of the
street as blighted and dan-
gerous.
The experience of Nicollet
Avenue in recreating itself
as Eat Street provides valu-
able lessons to community
organizations working for
commercial revitalization
along the conidors today.
The Eat Street experience
highlighted how business-
community partnerships,
infrastructure improve-
ments and the creation of
niche markets can trarsform a street liom a blighted
and undesirable location into a thrivins commercial
corridor.
do business alone thes€ streets can
all lead to the
dors.
firture business success of the corn-
The purpose of making recommendations for revital-
ization was to highlight possible ways in which un-
recognized potential could be realized. The recom-
mendations made in this publication are not the only
ways in which these places could redevelop in order to
prosper. They are merely starting points. Commercial
redevelopment along these streets requires the cre-
ativity and imagination of
concerned business owners
and community members.
In the words of Daisy
Huang, "it's either reinvent
or die." Fortunately, there
exists unrecognized po-
tential along the commer-
cial conidors. Hopefully
the strategies presented in
this publication to realize
this unrecognized poten-
tial will help to assure that
the demise of the conidors
never occurs. Affer all, the
livability and viabity ofthe
inner city neighborhoods in the Twin Cities depends
on the health of the commercial conidors.
The Shuang Hur Supermarket on Nicollet
Avenue,
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